Curriculum Maps – Year 9

French
Overview of the year:
Ways to consolidate and extend your learning in French:
This year we will be become secure in more complex vocabulary in our 5
Complete all Homework tasks set as extended learning to consolidate what you learnt in
Topics by increasing the level of detail, in up to 5 tenses, and producing
class.
language more spontaneously to communicate confidently in a
Use DuoLingo to further develop all four skills!
Francophone country. By the end of the year, you will have completed an
Use your vocab booklets to create revision flash cards and mind maps per Topic.
FCSE qualification (end of Key Stage 3 French qualification), and you could
Watch short video clips on BBC Bitesize on Topics that you are learning in school, to
achieve a Pass, Merit, or Distinction certificate in French!
enhance your Listening and Speaking skills.
Half
term Unit title
Knowledge
Skills
Assessment
Topic 5: Travel, culture and
Hobbies and activities in different seasons/weather,
Using the present and perfect
Formative assessment: Writing
1
celebrations
food/drink preferences
tenses accurately
Topic 2: Home, town &
Homes, areas and cities with recommendations, living
Using reflexive verbs accurately in
region
abroad
the present tense
Topic 4: Studies and future
Clothing for occasions, comparing daily routines and a
plans
typical school day
Topic 1: Identity
Nationalities, pets in family life, friendships
Topic 2: Home, town &
Chores and the environment
Using reflexive verbs accurately in Formative assessment: Speaking
2
region
Future plans with friends, social media habits
the present and imperfect tenses
Topic 3: Free-time activities
Family relationships, past relationships and personal
Topic 1: Identity
heroes
Topic 3: Free-time activities
Past events with friends, technology devices and its
Using all 3 time frames in
FCSE assessments
3
Topic 5: Travel, culture and
benefits/dangers
responses
celebrations
Events during a past holiday, accommodation choices for
(Listening, Reading, Writing and
a future holiday, an ideal holiday using
Speaking)
Topic 4: Studies and future
Studying abroad, work experience, GCSE options choices
Using the conditional tense
FCSE assessments
4
plans
Favourite cuisines, birthday celebrations, a past
Using at least 2 time frames at
Topic 5: Travel, culture and
celebration
once
(Listening, Reading, Writing and
celebrations
People and actions in a photo
Speaking)
Photo Project
au café/restaurant
Practical and spontaneous language, how to get by in a
Responding to spoken French
Formative assessment: Role Play
5
à l’hôtel
Francophone country/region at various locations, creating spontaneously
speaking task
en vacances
reviews of places using the past and conditional tenses
6

Topic 3: Free-time activities
Film project

Film genre, describing events in a film, career intentions
with justifications, a film review

Ensuring core skills are secure

Formative assessment: Writing a
film review

